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The Revision Theory of Truth Harvard
University Press
Truth is one of the most debated topics in
philosophy; Wolfgang K nne presents a
comprehensive critical examination of all
major theories. Conceptions of Truth is
organized around a flow-chart comprising
sixteen key questions, ranging from 'Is
truth a property?' to 'Is truth
epistemically constrained?' K nne
expounds and engages with the ideas of
many thinkers, from Aristotle and the
Stoics, to Continental analytic
philosophers like Bolzano, Brentano,
andKotarbinski, to such leading figures in
current debates as Dummett, Putnam,
Wright, and Horwich. He explains many
important distinctions (between varieties
of correspondence, for example, between
different conceptions of making true,
between various kinds of eternalism and
temporalism) which have so far been
neglected in theliterature. K nne argues
that it is possible to give a satisfactory
'modest' account of truth without invoking

problematic notions like correspondence,
fact, or meaning. And he offers a novel
argument to support the realist claim that
truth outruns justifiability.The clarity of
exposition and the wealth of examples will
make Conceptions of Truth an invaluable
and stimulating guide for advanced
students and scholars in metaphysics,
epistemology and the philosophy of
language.

Truth, Language, and History Walter de
Gruyter GmbH & Co KG
Kevin Scharp proposes an original account
of the nature and logic of truth, on which
truth is an inconsistent concept that should
be replaced for certain theoretical purposes.
He argues that truth is best understood as
an inconsistent concept; develops an
axiomatic theory of truth; and offers a new
kind of possible-worlds semantics for this
theory.
The Metaphysics of Truth Oxford
University Press
This anthology of the very latest research
on truth features the work of recognized
luminaries in the field, put together
following a rigorous refereeing process.
Along with an introduction outlining the
central issues in the field, it provides a
unique and unrivaled view of contemporary
work on the nature of truth, with papers
selected from key conferences in 2011
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such as Truth Be Told (Amsterdam), Truth This book will examine several
broad conceptions of truth and
at Work (Paris), Paradoxes of Truth and
present them as truth profiles
Denotation (Barcelona) and Axiomatic
considering their implications
Theories of Truth (Oxford). Studying the
nature of the concept of ‘truth’ has always for education. This survey will
been a core role of philosophy, but recent consider the role of truth as it
years have been a boom time in the topic. relates to teaching and the act
of being a teacher, engage with
With a wealth of recent conferences
examining the subject from various angles, challenging questions about what
curriculum will be learned and
this collection of essays recognizes the
its implications for our
pressing need for a volume that brings
understanding of truth and
scholars up to date on the arguments.
Offering academics and graduate students specific consideration is
alike a much-needed repository of today’s attended to the impacts that
one's conception of truth has
cutting-edge work in this vital topic of
philosophy, the volume is required reading for what they prioritize in the
classroom, their instructional
for anyone needing to keep abreast of
practice, and on learning
developments, and is certain to act as a
catalyst for further innovation and research. itself. This book will take a
Conceptions of Truth Springer
focused look at the concept of
Science & Business Media
truth and how varied conceptions
It has been widely noted that
of truth impact teaching and
society has moved away from
learning through theoretical,
seeing truth as an objective
analytic, and practical
and, in some ways, important
examples.
part of what it means to be
A Realist Conception of Truth Routledge
educated. Varied conceptions of Political theorists Jeremy Elkins and Andrew
truth have existed and have
Norris observe that American political culture
been debated in the halls of
is deeply ambivalent about truth. On the one
academia for years but recently hand, voices on both the left and right make
a shift has occurred in which
confident appeals to the truth of claims about
truth has lost its status
the status of the market in public life and the
broadly as a virtue. In fact,
role of scientific evidence and argument in
in 2016, Oxford Dictionary
public life, human rights, and even religion. On
declared "post-truth" as its
the other hand, there is considerable anxiety
international word of the year, that such appeals threaten individualism and
defined as: 'relating to or
political plurality. This anxiety, Elkins and
denoting circumstances in which Norris contend, has perhaps been greatest in the
objective facts are less
humanities and in political theory, where many
influential in shaping public
have responded by either rejecting or
opinion than appeals to emotion neglecting the whole topic of truth. The essays
and personal belief'. Living in in this volume question whether democratic
a world that is post-truth has
politics requires discussion of truth and, if so,
direct implications on the
how truth should matter to democratic politics.
education of a society's youth. While individual essays approach the subject
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from different angles, the volume as a whole
truth have impinged.The first edition of Truth,
suggests that the character of our politics
published in 1990, established itself both as the
depends in part on what kinds of truthful
best account of minimalism and as an excellent
inquiries it promotes and how it deals with
introduction to the debate for students. For this
various kinds of disputes about truth. The
new edition Paul Horwich has refined and
contributors to the volume, including prominent developed his treatment of the subject in the
political and legal theorists, philosophers, and light of subsequent discussions, while
intellectual historians, argue that these are
preserving the distinctive format which made
important political and not merely theoretical the book so successful. It appears
questions.
simultaneously with his new book Meaning, a
Heidegger's Concept of Truth Quercus
companion work which sets out the broader
Publishing
philosophicalcontext for the theory of truth: an
In this rigorous investigation into the logic of account of meaning which seeks to
truth Anil Gupta and Nuel Belnap explain how accommodate the diversity of valuable insights
the concept of truth works in both ordinary and that have been gained in the twentieth century
pathological contexts. The latter include, for
within a common-sense view of meaning as
instance, contexts that generate Liar Paradox. deriving from use. The two books together
Their central claim is that truth is a circular
present a compelling view of the relations
concept. In support of this claim they provide a between language, thought,and reality.
widely applicable theory (the "revision theory") Horwich's demystification of meaning and truth
of circular concepts. Under the revision theory, will be essential reading for all philosophers of
when truth is seen as circular both its ordinary language.Praise for the first edition:'subtle,
features and its pathological features fall into a penetrating and ingenious . . . everyone
simple understandable pattern. The Revision
interested in philosophy is in his debt' Michael
Theory of Truth is unique in placing truth in
Dummett, University of Oxford'lucid and
the context of a general theory of definitions.
compact . . . a forthright presentation of an
This theory makes sense of arbitrary systems of interesting thesis' Donald Davidson, University
mutually interdependent concepts, of which
of California, Berkeley'This is an excellent
circular concepts, such as truth, are but a
book and deserves to be widely read and used
special case.
as a text. It states its thesis clearly and argues
for it briskly: a style that seems well calculated
Nietzsche as German Philosopher Harvard
to start discussions . . . It seems like an
University Press
admirable starting-point for several weeks'
What is truth? Paul Horwich gives the
definitive exposition of a notable philosophical worth of discussions in a philosophy of
theory, `minimalism'. This is the controversial language course at upper-division
undergraduate level.' Australasian Journal of
theory that the nature of truth is entirely
captured in the trivial fact that each proposition Philosophy'clearly written and well-structured'
specifies its own condition for being true, and British Journal for the Philosophy of
that truth is therefore, despite the philosophical Science'clear, informed and provocative ... I
struggles to which it has given rise, an entirely thoroughly recommend the book to everyone in
the philosophy of language, philosophy of
mundane and unpuzzling concept. Horwich
makes a powerful case for the minimalist view, science, and metaphysics' Michael Devitt, Mind
and gives a carefulsystematic explanation of its and Language
Aristotle on Practical Truth Oxford University
implications for a cluster of important
philosophical issues on which questions about Press
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Continuing to explore the themes that have occupied Logic and Philosophy of Science in cooperation
him for more than 50 years, Donald Davidson looks with the Association for Logic, Methodology
at the philosophy of language, epistemology,
and Philosophy of Science in Spain. Within
metaphysics and the philosophy of the mind in
analytical philosophy issues such as the
order to make interconnections between his own
definability of truth, its semantic relevance, its
views and some of the major philosophers of the
role in the distinction between formal and
past.

What Philosophers Should Know About
Truth Springer
How did we find ourselves in a "post-truth"
world of "alternative facts"? And can we get
out of it? A Short History of Truth sets out
to answer these questions by looking at the
complex history of truth and falsehood. It
identifies ten types of supposed truth and
explains how easily each can become the
midwife of falsehood. There is no species of
truth that we can rely on unquestioningly,
but that does not mean the truth can never
be established. Attaining truth is an
achievement we need to work for, and each
chapter will end up with a truth we can have
some confidence in. This history builds into
a comprehensive and clear explanation of
why truth is now so disputed by exploring
10 kinds of truth: 1. Eternal truths. 2.
Authoritative truths. 3. Esoteric truths. 4.
Reasoned truths. 5. Evidence-based truths.
6. Creative truths. 7. Relative truths. 8.
Powerful truths 9. Moral truths. 10. Holistic
truths. Baggini provides us with all we need
to restore faith in the value and possibility
of truth as a social enterprise. Truth-seekers
need to be sceptical not cynical,
autonomous not atomistic, provisional not
dogmatic, open not empty, demanding not
unreasonable.

natural languages, the status of truth-bearers or
in its case of truth-makers, have become a
crossroads in the studies of logic, philosophy of
science, philosophy of language, philosophy of
mind, epistemology and ontology. Thus, in spite
of what the title Truth in Perspective may
suggest to the reader at first, the present volume
is not only - though it is also a presentation of
different theories or conceptions of truth. Most
of the book presents a vision of different groups
of philosophical questions in which the issue of
truth appears embedded together with other
related themes, from different points of view.
Truth and Other Enigmas Oxford University
Press
This work considers who Leibniz was and
introduces his overarching intellectual vision. It
follows his pursuit of the systematic reform and
advancement of all the sciences, to be undertaken
as a collaborative enterprise supported by an
enlightened ruler, and his ultimate goal of the
improvement of the human condition.

Truth and Objectivity Columbia University
Press
What is truth? Is there anything that all truths
have in common that makes them true rather
than false? Is truth independent of human
thought, or does it depend in some way on what
we believe or what we would be justified in
believing? In what sense, if any, is it better for
beliefs or statements to be true than to be false?
In this engaging and accessible new
introduction Chase Wrenn surveys a variety of
theories of the nature of truth and evaluates
Replacing Truth MIT Press
their philosophical costs and benefits. Paying
First published in 1998, this volume has its
particular attention to how the theories
origin in a meeting that was held in Santiago de
accommodate realist intuitions and make sense
Compostela University, Santiago de
of truth’s value, he discusses a full range of
Compostela (Spain) in January 1996. The
theories from classical correspondence to
meeting was organized by the Department of
relatively new deflationary and pluralist
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accounts. The book provides a clear, nontradition of interpretation in ancient
technical entry point to contemporary debates scholarship.
about truth for non-specialists. Specialists will A Companion to the Philosophy of Language
also find new contributions to those debates,
Cambridge University Press
including a new argument for the superiority of In this critical introduction to contemporary
philosophical issues in the theory of truth Pascal
deflationism to causal correspondence and
Engel provides clear and authoritative exposition of
pluralist theories. Drawing on a range of
traditional and contemporary debates, this book recent and current ideas while providing original
will be of interest to students and scholars alike perspectives that advances discussion of the key
issues. This book begins with a presentation of the
and anyone interested in the nature and value of
classical conceptions of truth - the correspondence
truth.

Unifying the Philosophy of Truth Motilal
Banarsidass Publishe
American pragmatist Rorty and the French
analytic philosopher Engel present their
radically different perspectives on truth and
its correspondence to reality. "What's the
Use of Truth?" is a rare opportunity to
experience each side of this impassioned
debate clearly and concisely.
Truth and Historicity Cambridge
University Press
What is truth? What role does truth play in
the connections between language and the
world? What is the relationship between
truth and being? Douglas Edwards tackles
these questions and develops a distinctive
metaphysical worldview. He argues that in
some domains language responds to the
world, whereas in others language generates
the world.
The Meaning of Truth John Wiley & Sons
"Dealing with a crucial aspect of the
philosophy of one of the great thinkers of
the twentieth century, this book will be
especially important to all scholars and
students of Heidegger, whether in
philosophy, theology, or literary
studies."--BOOK JACKET.
Truth in Perspective Cambridge University
Press
Blake E. Hestir's examination of Plato's
conception of truth challenges a long

theory, the coherence theory and verificationist and
pragmatist accounts - before examining so-called
minimalist and deflationist conceptions that deny
truth can be anything more than a thin concept
holding no metaphysical weight. The debates
between those who favour substantive conceptions
of the classical kind and those who advocate
minimalist and deflationist conceptions are
explored. Engel argues that, although the
minimalist conception of truth is basically right, it
does not follow that truth can be eliminated from
our philosophical thinking as some upholders of
radical deflationist views have claimed. Questions
about truth and realism are examined and the
author shows how the realism/anti-realism debate
remains a genuine, meaningful issue for a theory of
truth and has not been undermined by deflationist
views. Even if a metaphysical substantive theory of
truth has little chance to succeed, Engel concludes,
truth can keep a central role within our thinking, as
a norm or guiding value of our rational inquiries
and practices, in the philosophy of knowledge and
in ethics.

What's the Use of Truth? Oxford University
Press on Demand
An innovative, ambitious, tradition-crossing
study drawing on the work of Husserl,
Heidegger, Horkheimer, Adorno, and
Habermas to propose a new and transformative
concept of truth. The idea of truth is a guiding
theme for German continental philosophers
from Husserl through Habermas. In this book,
Lambert Zuidervaart examines debates
surrounding the idea of truth in twentiethcentury German continental philosophy. He
argues that the Heideggerian and critical theory
traditions have much in common—despite the
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International Relations theory.
miscommunication, opposition, and even
outright hostility that have prevailed between Conceptualizing Truth Oxford University Press
This book is a study on Gangesa`s
them—including significant roots in the
Pramanavada, and contains a free English
phenomenology of Edmund Husserl.
translation of the Sanskrit text. This study
Zuidervaart sees the tensions between
clarifies the concept of truth in Indian
Heideggerian thought and critical theory as
philosophy, especially in the Mimamsa and the
potentially generative sources for a new
approach to the idea of truth. He argues further Nyaya systems and attempts a critical appraisal
of the pramanya theories. Not much attention
that the “critical retrieval” of insights from
German continental philosophy can shed light has been paid by scholars to a precise
explication of the concept of truth in Indian
on current debates in analytic truth theory.
Zuidervaart structures his account around three philosophy. This work throws light on this and
clarifies the concepts, and clarifies the
issues: the distinction between propositional
truth and truth that is more than propositional amazingly complicated simple question: Is
pramanya svatah or paratah? This is one of
(which he calls existential truth); the
relationship between propositional truth and the those question: Is pramanya svatah or paratah?
This is one of those questions to which every
discursive justification of propositional truth
school worth the name came forward with an
claims, framed in analytic philosophy by
official answer. Arguments and counterdebates between epistemic and nonepistemic
arguments were produced in never-ending
conceptions of truth; and the relationship
between propositional truth and the objectivity stream. This work clarifies the nature of the
issue around which the theories centre, and
of knowledge, often presented in analytic
then examines the nature of the arguments that
philosophy as a conflict between realists and
have been advanced by the different schools in
antirealists over the relation between “truth
bearers” and “truth makers.” In an innovative support of their contentions Gangesa`s great
and ambitious argument, drawing on the work contribution; to the problem has been brought
to the foreground.
of Husserl, Heidegger, Horkheimer, Adorno,
and Habermas, Zuidervaart proposes a new and
transformative conception of truth.
Truth and Democracy Oxford University Press
This book charts the role played by conceptions of
truth in the development of a critical tradition of
International Relations theory. Providing a detailed
account of the conceptions which have shaped the
work of Critical Theorists and Poststructuralists,
the book reaffirms the importance of epistemic
reflection for the discipline. It argues that the
partially abstract character of the main strands of
critical IR arises not from their concern with
epistemic matters, but from their insistence that
truth is purely intersubjective. Drawing on the
philosophy of Theodor Adorno, the book argues
that IR’s critical tradition can be rejuvenated by
combining its original politicisation of truth with a
critical account of its ‘objectivity’. The book will
be a valuable resource for scholars and graduate
students interested in the future of critical
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